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Life was so simple for Luna Susan George on Monday. Her older brother, Sam, was away on his
honeymoon, and as his only employee of "Leslie S. George, Private Investigations," Susan had the office to
herself. Yes, Monday was so simple, but then came Tuesday, and that "One Little Lie." Tuesday made
Susan's life complicated when a perky twenty-something young woman wearing a pink baseball cap, with an
appointment for a dental cleaning down the hall, stumbled into the office to seek a private investigator to find
the missing cat of her multi-millionaire employer. What comes next are twelve days discovering millions of
dollars worth of stolen art, an assortment of oddball characters, and the involvement of the entire Los
Angeles Art Fraud Unit. Steven Tyler is the author of a dozen screenplays for the movie industry which are
in various stages of production. "One Little Lie" is his second novel. He is hard at work on the third. His
third tale is the story of a ghostwriter who meets a real ghost.
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From reader reviews:

Jessie Henricks:

What do you consider book? It is just for students as they are still students or the idea for all people in the
world, what the best subject for that? Just simply you can be answered for that issue above. Every person has
several personality and hobby for every other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that they don't
need do that. You must know how great and also important the book One Little Lie. All type of book is it
possible to see on many resources. You can look for the internet methods or other social media.

Gary Johnson:

Reading a publication tends to be new life style with this era globalization. With reading you can get a lot of
information which will give you benefit in your life. Having book everyone in this world may share their
idea. Ebooks can also inspire a lot of people. A great deal of author can inspire their own reader with their
story or their experience. Not only the storyline that share in the books. But also they write about the
information about something that you need illustration. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your
kids, there are many kinds of book which exist now. The authors on this planet always try to improve their
ability in writing, they also doing some analysis before they write on their book. One of them is this One
Little Lie.

Clyde Miller:

One Little Lie can be one of your nice books that are good idea. Most of us recommend that straight away
because this reserve has good vocabulary that may increase your knowledge in terminology, easy to
understand, bit entertaining but nevertheless delivering the information. The article writer giving his/her
effort to place every word into delight arrangement in writing One Little Lie although doesn't forget the main
stage, giving the reader the hottest and also based confirm resource info that maybe you can be certainly one
of it. This great information can easily drawn you into fresh stage of crucial imagining.

Michael Wheeler:

This One Little Lie is brand new way for you who has interest to look for some information as it relief your
hunger info. Getting deeper you onto it getting knowledge more you know or else you who still having small
amount of digest in reading this One Little Lie can be the light food to suit your needs because the
information inside that book is easy to get through anyone. These books create itself in the form and that is
reachable by anyone, yeah I mean in the e-book web form. People who think that in book form make them
feel tired even dizzy this reserve is the answer. So you cannot find any in reading a publication especially
this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for you actually. So , don't miss the item! Just
read this e-book sort for your better life and knowledge.
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